Any neighborhood retract of an arbitrary topological space is tautly imbedded with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology.
Introduction.
It has been remarked [2, p. 337 To prove that 7/ is also a monomorphism, let \a\ e HpiU, G), where a £ CpiU, G) and a denotes the coset of a with respect to C?(u", G), and Now the following interesting application of our result implies that in the homotopy axiom of Alexander-Spanier cohomology, and hence Cech cohomology for the compact spaces, the unit interval can be replaced by any connected space T.
Corollary 3. Let T and X be any connected and compact spaces, respectively, and ht: X -> X x T the family of maps defined by hi.x) = ix, t). Then h(: H iX x T, G) -> H*iX, G) is independent of t.
Proof. It suffices to prove that if c £ H*iX x T, G) is such.that c\X x t = 0 for any t £ T then there is a neighborhood Uit) of t in T such that c\X x t' = 0 for every t' £ Uit). But that follows at once since X x t being a
